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We present the results on the effect of surface morphology and dispersionmedia on the properties of PEDOT:PSS/n-Si hybrid solar
cell containing functionalized graphene (Gr). The hybrid solar cells based on SiNWs showed higher power conversion efficiency
(PCE) compared to the planar based cells due to suppressing the carrier recombination and improving carrier transport efficiency.
The PCE of hybrid solar cells could be improved by adding Gr into PEDOT:PSS. Different solvents including deionized (DI) water,
ethylene glycol (EG), and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) were used as media for Gr dispersion. The best performance was obtained for
the cell containing Gr dispersed in EG with a measured PCE of 7.33% and nearly 13% and 16% enhancement in comparison with
the cells using Gr dispersed in IPA and DI water, respectively. The increase in PCE is attributed to improving the carrier-mobility,
electrical conductivity, PEDOT crystallinity, and ordering.

1. Introduction

Traditional sources of energy like petroleum, coal, and
natural gas are being depleted off due to high usage rate which
is further expected to rise in the future. Solar energy is by
far the renewable energy source with the most significant
potential. Utilization of solar energy is very expensive and
therefore not widely used for commercial electricity produc-
tion. Demanding for the development of the next generations
of solar cell with higher efficiency, lower price and longer life
are indispensable.

Nanomaterials and nanostructures based solar cells hold
promising potency to enhance the performance of solar cells
by improving both light trapping and photocarrier collec-
tion [1, 2]. Many approaches have been taken to lower the

production cost of Si PVs, among which thin-film Si solar
cells offer a promising low-cost solution. However, thin-film
Si solar cells have lower efficiency than bulk Si, due to their
limited absorption thickness [3–5]. As evidenced by recent
literature reports, silicon nanowire (SiNW) array exhibits
not only perfect absorption but also a high surface to volume
ratio compared to planar Si. Consequently, the next genera-
tion solar cells based on SiNW have attracted a great interest
of scientists, engineers, and technology developers due to
their potential for higher conversion efficiency and being
cost-effective compared to the conventional bulk Si solar cell
generation [6–10]. Unfortunately, all-inorganic solar cells
based on SiNW usually require energy-intensive semicon-
ductor processes, including high-temperature thermal diffu-
sion, thermal annealing of the electrodes, and high-vacuum
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chemical deposition processes and hence it will lead to
increase the manufacturing costs. For this reason, hybrid
solar cells with radial heterojunctions that combine an
organic with SiNW have been actively developed [10–14].
They not only require low-temperature fabrication due to
the low thermostability of the organic material and solution-
based processes but also can realize lower manufacturing
costs by utilizing inexpensive and abundant organicmaterials
[14, 15]. Besides, the cell might be useful for applications
where low weight, mechanical flexibility, and disposability
are essential [10, 11]. There are a large number of reports on
organic/inorganic hybrid solar cells with good power conver-
sion efficiency in which a thin layer of conducting polymer
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) is coated on Si nanowires to form the
photovoltaic junction [16]. The problem here is the polymer
chains of PEDOT are too large to infiltrate into small gaps
inside the SiNW array and thus incomplete coverage of the
SiNW surfaces by the PEDOT is expected and consequently
reduces the efficiency of the device, as well as creating
unstable interfaces leading to inhomogeneous conductivity
[17]. Several studies have been done to improve the stability
against temperature, moisture, and chemical degradation in
solar devices as well as the uniform dispersion of conducting
polymer on Si substrate by using carbon nanotubes fuller-
enes and graphene oxide [17–20]. Besides its reliability, low
production costs, and large-scale production capability, Gr
exhibits excellent properties such as low-sheet resistance,
high transmittance, unique mechanical properties, and good
thermal and chemical stability [21]. Moreover, Gr could well
disperse in water and combine with a variety of organic
and/or inorganic materials in solution [21].Therefore, graph-
ene can be used as a transparent electrode, active interfacial
layer, electron transport layer, hole transport layer, or
electron/hole separation layer in combination with the
conducting polymers for hybrid solar cell fabrication [21–
23]. However, the problem here is how to disperse Gr in
PEDOT:PSS and knowing which medium is the best for not
only obtaining the uniform dispersion but also improving
the performance of hybrid solar cells.There are still questions
needing to be clarified and further investigated.

Thus, this study is to investigate the effect of surface
morphology and dispersion media on the properties of
PEDOT:PSS/n-Si hybrid solar cell containing functionalized
Gr. Gr was functionalized with carboxyl (COOH) functional
group and then dispersed in different media including DI
water, EG, and IPA. The properties of hybrid solar cells were
investigated to find the best dispersion media to obtain the
highest efficiency.

2. Experimental Procedure

2.1. Materials. Graphite rods (99.99% purity) used as elec-
trodes to synthesize graphene sheets were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Acetone, ethanol, sulfuric acid (H

2
SO
4
),

hydrogen peroxide (H
2
O
2
), and nitric acid (HNO

3
), supplied

by Xilong Chemical Co., Ltd. (China), were used for Si clean-
ing and graphene functionalization process. N-type Si (100)
wafers (1–50Ω⋅cm), silver nitrate (AgNO

3
), and hydrofluoric

(HF) acid purchased from Sigma-Aldrich were used for
preparing the SiNWs. PEDOT:PSS purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich were used as a hole transport layer for the hybrid
solar cell. EG and IPA supplied byVWRChemicals were used
as base fluids for graphene dispersion. Silver and aluminum
targets purchased from Kojundo Chemical Laboratory Co.
were used for preparing the front and rear electrodes.

2.2. Preparation of Hybrid Solar Cells. Schematic diagram of
the fabrication process of SiNW/PEDOT:PSS/Gr hybrid solar
is described in Figure 1. Graphene sheets are synthesized by
a plasma-assisted electrochemical exfoliation process [24].
Gr was then in the mixture of acid (HNO

3
: H
2
SO
4
, 1 : 3)

at 70∘C in 5 h under continuous magnetic stirring to create
the Gr-COOH. After functionalization process, the prepared
Gr-COOH was cleaned by distilled water and finally dis-
persed in deionized (DI) water, EG, and IPA to make Gr-
COOH solutions in different dispersion environments with a
concentration of 1mg/ml by ultrasonication for 30min. The
prepared Gr-COOH solutions were added to PEDOT:PSS
by magnetic stirring at room temperature for 6 hours
to form PEDOT:PSS/Gr solutions consisting of 99.5 wt.%
PEDOT:PSS and 0.5 wt.% Gr.

SiNW arrays prepared by chemical etching method were
reported earlier [25]. The Si substrates (1 cm × 1 cm) were
cleaned by ultrasonication in acetone, ethanol, and DI water
for 10min each and then in piranha solution consisting of
H
2
SO
4
and H

2
O
2
(4 : 1, v/v) at 130∘C for 10min, followed

by rinsing with deionized water for 10min and with a 2%
hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution for 2min to remove organic
compounds and native oxides. The cleaned silicon wafers
were immersed in an aqueousHF solution (4.6M) containing
AgNO

3
(0.02M) for 6min to form SiNWs. As-prepared

SiNW samples were then rinsed in deionized water and
HNO

3
(35%) for 10min to remove any residue of the silver

catalyst.
To prepare the hybrid solar cells, the Si substrates includ-

ing planar Si and SiNWs were cleaned firstly with piranha
solution for 20min at 130∘C and then with a 2% HF solution
for 2min to remove any native oxides. Immediately, the
prepared PEDOT:PSS/Gr solutions were spin-coated onto
the SiNW surface with speed of 6000 rpm for 60 s and then
annealing at 140∘C for 30min in N

2
environment to remove

any residual water inside the PEDOT:PSS to form the hybrid
structure. Finally, a thin layer of Al-film with a thickness of
500 nm was deposited on the backside of the substrate to
form a rear electrode and a finger-typed Ag-film thickness
of 250 nm was deposited on the top of the substrate to form
a front electrode via a shadow mask process by thermal
evaporation. A planar PEDOT:PSS/n-Si and PEDOT:PSS/n-
SiNWs hybrid solar cells without Gr were also fabricated
using the same process for the comparison. The hybrid
solar cells with different surface morphologies and chemical
compositions were noted as P0, P1, W0, W1, W2, and W3 as
presented in Table 1.

2.3. Characterization. The morphological study was charac-
terized by Hitachi S4800 field emission scanning electron
microscope (FESEM) and JEOL JEM-2100 high-resolution
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the fabrication process of PEDOT:PSS/SiNW hybrid solar cell containing functionalized graphene.

Table 1: Chemical composition and photovoltaic properties of the prepared hybrid solar cells: short circuit current density (𝐽sc), open circuit
voltage (𝑉oc), series resistance (𝑅𝑠), Fill factor (FF), and efficiency (𝜂).

Sample Compositions PEDOT:PSS (wt.%) Graphene (wt.%) 𝐽sc (mA/cm2) 𝑉oc (V) 𝑅𝑠 (Ω/cm
2) FF (%) 𝜂 (%)

P0 Planar Si + PEDOT:PSS 100 0 17.34 0.40 8.03 52 3.68
P1 Planar Si + PEDOT:PSS + Gr 99.5 0.5 18.48 0.41 4.21 58 4.37
W0 SiNWs + PEDOT:PSS 100 0 19.97 0.44 6.58 60 5.33
W1 SiNWs + PEDOT:PSS + Gr (in DI) 99.5 0.5 21.34 0.46 3.12 64 6.43
W2 SiNWs + PEDOT:PSS + Gr (in EG) 99.5 0.5 22.42 0.46 2.63 70 7.33
W3 SiNWs + PEDOT:PSS + Gr (in IPA) 99.5 0.5 22.17 0.45 2.82 66 6.50

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). FTIR spectra
were performed in range of 500 to 4000 cm−1 using a
SHIMADZU IR Prestige21 Spectrometer.The Raman spectra
were recorded using a iHR550 Jobin-Yvon spectrometer
using a 514 nm laser excitation at room temperature. Optical
reflectance spectra were measured by using Jaccob V-570
UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer.The current-voltage charac-
teristics of solar cells were measured under illumination of
air mass (AM) 1.5 G with intensity of 100mW⋅cm−2 using a
Keithley 2400 source meter.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2(a) shows a typical SEM image of graphene sheets.
As can be seen, the length of Gr sheets was estimated to
be about few micrometers. The structure of Gr sheets was
deeply investigated by HRTEM. As shown in Figure 2(b),
the number of layers of Gr sheets was determined to be
around 10–15 layers and Gr sheets in this work had an
average thickness of 5 nm. Raman spectra of Gr and Gr-
COOH were shown in Figure 2(c). As a result, the D band
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Figure 2: (a) SEM image, (b) TEM image, (c) Raman spectra, and (d) FTIR spectra of Gr-COOH.

(around 1351 cm−1) and G band (around 1591 cm−1) appear
in all of the samples. D band presents as defect, disorder, or
sp3 hybridized carbon atoms. G band presents as a typical
peak of the graphitic structure due to vibration of carbon
atoms. However, the intensity ratio of D band and G band
(𝐼D/𝐼G) of each sample is different compared to the others.
The 𝐼D/𝐼G ratio of Gr-COOH is higher than that of Gr. This
could be due to the functionalization process using chemical
reagents causing some defects on the graphitic structure of
graphene. Figure 2(d) shows a FTIR spectrum of Gr-COOH.
The several typical peaks were detected such as 3434 cm−1
and 1725 cm−1 assigned to O-H stretching vibrations (]OH)
and the stretching vibrations (]C=O) of the carboxyl group,
respectively. Besides, the peaks at 1370 cm−1 and 1020 cm−1
are assigned to O-H bonding (]O-H) and C-O stretching
vibrations mode (]C-O) of carboxyl group [26]. Also, the
peak at 1545 cm−1 attributed to the typical in-plane vibration
(C=C) of the graphitic structure of graphene. As a result,
the Gr-COOH was successfully prepared by treatment with
a mixture of nitric and sulfuric acids.

Figure 3 shows the top-viewed and cross-sectional SEM
images of the as-prepared SiNW array and after coated

PEDOT:PSS/Gr. From top-viewed SEM image, we can see
that the SiNWs were grown by the chemical etching process
with high density and diameter in the range of 100 to 200 nm.
The length of SiNWs was also determined with an average
length of 800 nm by cross-sectional SEM image (Figure 3(b)).
After the coating process, SiNW array seems to be fully
covered by PEDOT:PSS/Gr as observed in Figure 3(c).
However, in the cross-sectional mode (Figure 3(d)), we can
see that PEDOT:PSS/Gr was not wholly infiltrated between
the gap of SiNWs. This was attributed to either small gap
between SiNWs or large length of Gr sheets. The infiltration
of PEDOT:PSS/Gr only happening on the top of SiNWs may
be a critical reason leading to the decrease of the PCE of solar
cell devices compared to the expected values.

Structural properties of SiNW/PEDOT:PSS and SiNW/
PEDOT:PSS/Gr structures were investigated using Raman
spectroscopy.As shown in Figure 4, several typical peakswere
detected in theRaman spectra.Thepeak at 520 cm−1 recorded
in both structures is assigned to the n-typed Si substrate.
Other peaks located at 1438 cm−1, 1499 cm−1, and 1531 cm−1
were also detected in both samples. According to Lindfors et
al., the vibration of C=C bonding can be addressed by Raman
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Figure 3: Top-viewed and cross-sectional SEM images of (a-b) SiNW arrays and (c-d) after coated PEDOT:PSS/Gr.
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spectra via typical bands at around 1600 cm−1, 1440 cm−1, and
1500 cm−1 corresponding to antisymmetric, symmetric, and
asymmetric C=C stretching, respectively [27]. The presence
of PEDOT:PSS could be confirmedwith the peaks at the band
of 1400–1500 cm−1 resulting in the thiophene ring of PEDOT
resonating between two states of benzoid and quinoid [28].

The peaks confirm the presence of Gr in the PEDOT:PSS
detected at 1356 cm−1 and 1596 cm−1 corresponding to D and
G bands, respectively. It is noted that the Raman peak of
pristine PEDOT:PSS was recorded at 1435 cm−1. This peak is
slightly shifted to higher wave number (1438 cm−1) when Gr
is added. The shift of the peak is due to the transformation
of the PEDOT:PSS resonance structure after Gr is added and
𝜋-𝜋 interaction between Gr and the aromatic structure of
PEDOT:PSS [29].

Figure 5 shows the reflectance spectra of a planar Si
wafer, a planar Si coated PEDOT:PSS, a planar Si coated
PEDOT:PSS/Gr, SiNWs, SiNWs coated PEDOT:PSS, and
SiNW coated PEDOT:PSS/Gr over a broad spectral range
from 220 to 2000 nm. From the spectra, we can see the
sharp transition around 1000–1150 nm that corresponds to
the band edge of Si [30]. The reflectance of SiNWs sample
decreases compared to the planar Si substrate and remained
less than 20% compared to planar Si wafer (38%) in the
range of 300–1000 nm.This is attributed to the subwavelength
light trapping and the light scattering interactions among
the densely packed SiNWs [11, 31, 32]. After PEDOT:PSS
coating, the reflectance of both planar Si and SiNWs samples
decreases compared to the uncoated samples. In this case, the
PEDOT:PSS could be acting as an antireflective coating to
reduce the reflectance of Si layer as mentioned in previous
reports [33, 34]. After Gr is added, the reflectance of all
samples is reduced about 3–5% compared to the samples
coated PEDOT:PSS without Gr. The results demonstrated
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that the presence of Gr in PEDOT:PSS could help to reduce
the reflectance and improve the light trapping effect in solar
cell structure by acting as an antireflective material.

The 𝐽-𝑉 characteristics of the hybrid solar cells were per-
formed under illumination of air mass (AM) 1.5 G. The solar
cell parameters such as 𝑉oc, 𝐽sc, 𝑅𝑠, FF, and 𝜂 are summarized
in Table 1. Figure 6 shows the current-voltage characteristics
and solar cell parameters normalized with respect to a cell
P0 of hybrid solar planar based cells and SiNWs. The cell
P0 showed 𝜂 of 3.69% with 𝐽sc of 17.34mA⋅cm−2, 𝑉oc of
0.40V, and FF of 52%. By adding Gr to PEDOT:PSS, 𝜂 and
𝐽sc increased, respectively, to 4.36% and 18.48mA⋅cm−2 for
cell P1. FF also increased from 52% (P0) to 58% (P1). The
same trend was also observed with SiNWs based cells, and
𝜂 increased from 5.32% (W0) to 6.43% (W1). Besides, 𝑅

𝑠
of

cells containing Gr is always lower than those of cells without
any Gr. 𝑅

𝑠
decreases from 8.03 (P0) to 4.21Ω⋅cm−2 (P1) for

planar cells and 6.58 (W0) to 3.12Ω⋅cm−2 (W1) for SiNWs
based cells. Also, it is noted that 𝜂 of the SiNW based cells
is always higher than that of planar cells. For example, the
cell W1 with 𝜂 of 6.34% is nearly 1.5 times higher than that
of cell P1 (4.36%). This is attributed to the low reflectance,
the good carrier collection at the electrodes, and the effective
carrier transportation in the nanowires [32]. The reduction
of the reflectance by both the surface morphology and the
Gr addition discussed in above section is a good issue that
contributed to the increase of the PCE of solar cell [34, 35].
The interaction between the Gr and PEDOT:PSS can provide
additional charge transport pathways in hole transport layer
and suppress the electron recombination at the junction

interface [34]. In otherwords, theGr-PEDOT:PSS interaction
will lead to improving the carrier collection efficiency of the
PEDOT:PSS hole transporting layer [21, 34].
𝐽-𝑉 characteristics of the hybrid solar cells based on

SiNWs with Gr dispersed in different media including DI
water, EG, and IPA were plotted in Figure 1 and presented
in Table 1. We can see that the cell containing Gr dispersed
in EG reached to the highest PCE of 7.33% with 𝐽sc of
22.42mA⋅cm−2, 𝑉oc of 0.46V, and FF of 70%. The PCE
enhancement is attributed to the increase in the electrical
conductivity, the crystallinity, and the ordering of the PEDOT
nanocrystals. The increase in the electrical conductivity of
PEDOT:PSS by adding Gr and EG was confirmed by the
most reduction of the leakage current density in comparison
with others, as shown in Figure 6(b). The effect of EG
on the structure and conductivity of PEDOT:PSS has been
presented and discussed in several reports [35–40]. Takano et
al. reported that, by adding EG in the PEDOT:PSS solution,
the electrical conductivity is improved by a factor of 2 orders
of magnitude with the growing nanocrystal [36]. Similarly,
Wei et al. also confirmed that the enhancement of the
electric conductivity of PEDOT:PSS by adding EG resulted
from the crystallinity of PEDOT and the ordering of the
PEDOT nanocrystals [37]. Besides, because of its higher
viscosity compared to DI water and IPA, EG enables keeping
the uniform dispersion state of Gr for a longer time and
thus avoided the formation of Gr clusters in the solution.
Therefore, we can conclude that EG is the best media for
Gr dispersion to obtain the best PCE of SiNW/PEDOT:PSS
hybrid solar cell containing functionalized Gr.
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Figure 6: J-V characteristic (a) under 100mW/cm2 illuminationwith anAM 1.5G solar simulator and (b) in dark and (c) solar cell parameters
normalized with respect to a cell P0 of hybrid solar planar based cells and SiNWs.

4. Conclusion

We investigated the results on the effect of surface mor-
phology and dispersion media on the properties of PEDOT:
PSS/n-Si hybrid solar cell containing functionalized Gr. The
hybrid solar cells based on SiNWs showed higher PCE
compared to the planar based cells. The PCE of hybrid solar
cells had improved by adding Gr into PEDOT:PSS solution.
Different solvents including DI water, EG, and IPA were
used as media for Gr dispersion. The best performance was
obtained with the cell containing Gr dispersed in EG with a

measured PCE of 7.33%, nearly 13%, and 16% enhancement in
comparison with the cells using Gr dispersed in IPA and DI
water, respectively. As a result, EG is the best dispersionmedia
to obtain the best PCE of PEDOT:PSS/n-Si hybrid solar cell
containing functionalized Gr.
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